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Abstract: BiCuSeO is a widely-used thermoelectric material recently proved to be an appealing
candidate for broadband photothermoelectric (PTE) detection. Developing a simple and scalable
route for advancing PTE properties is therefore essential to explore the full potential of BiCuSeO.
Here we systematically demonstrated that Co3+ atomic doping strategies in BiCuSeO single
crystals (Co concentration of 1%, 2% and 4%) could modulate the Seebeck coefficient and
thus strongly improve the performance of BiCuSeO PTE photodetectors across visible to
infrared spectral regions. Benefiting from these strategies, a large enhancement on photovoltage
responsivity is achieved and the response time of a 4% Co:BiCuSeO PTE photodetector is one
order of magnitude faster than those in most of PTE photodetectors. Also, Co:BiCuSeO PTE
photodetectors show good stability with changeless photoresponse after being exposed to air
for three months. Therefore, the controllable atomic doping of BiCuSeO with tunable PTE
properties as well as fast and broadband photodetection provides the feasibility for facilitating
ongoing research toward PTE devices.
© 2022 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1.

Introduction

Traditional photoelectric detectors based on photoconductive (PC) and photovoltaic (PV) effects
are limited by the optical bandgap of the semiconductors therein, which usually operate within
a narrow spectral range. To solve these problems, recent research on the photodetectors based
on PTE effect has become increasingly popular [1]. The PTE effect consists of two processes:
photo-thermal conversion and thermo-electric conversion. For photo-thermal conversion, one
side of the PTE material absorbs photon energy to generate heat, and then a temperature difference
(∆T) is produced between the photon absorption side and the opposite one. In other words,
there is a transverse temperature gradient established in the photodetector. For thermo-electric
conversion, under the action of the temperature gradient, the charge carriers diffuse from the hot
side to the cold one, thereby generating an electric potential difference (∆U), which is namely the
Seebeck effect (∆U = S × ∆T, where S is the Seebeck coefficient). Through above-mentioned
physical processes, the operation of PTE photodetectors needs no external bias voltage and has
no relationship with electron transition from valence to conduction bands, which are completely
different from the traditional photoelectric detectors. Therefore, PTE photodetectors have two
advantages over photoelectric detectors. One is the free of external bias that leads to no shot
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noise and 1/f noise, where only Johnson-Nyquist noise affects the device performance [1–3].
The other is the free of electron transition, introducing a large spectral range of detection beyond
the limitation of material bandgap [4].
The photoresponse of PTE photodetectors mainly depends on the Seebeck effect. In order to
evaluate the efficiency of the thermoelectric conversion, the thermoelectric figure of merit ZT is
defined as ZT = S2 σT/κ, where σ is the electrical conductivity, κ being the thermal conductivity
[5]. It can be concluded that employment of PTE material with a large σ can lead to a good
conductivity, and a low κ is benefit to establish a large ∆T. If the material has a large S and a
large ∆T, a great ∆U will be produced [6]. The possible route toward this goal has been verified
by using two-dimensional nanomaterials [7–10], perovskites [11], traditional thermoelectric bulk
materials [12–15], etc. For example, constructing PTE photodetectors with two-dimensional
nanomaterials such as graphene. It realized high responsivity and fast response speed [7] owing
to their strong electron-electron interaction and carrier multiplication process [16–18]. However,
the very low saturation threshold of graphene restricts the detection operation within a low
illumination power level. Only when the incident power is less than 20 µW, the photoresponse is
in the linear region [19]. For perovskites, the poor long-term stability in ambient environment
is a challenging problem that limits their applications. The photoresponse of perovskites PTE
photodetectors is gradually deteriorating with increasing illumination time [20]. As far as the
PTE photodetectors based on traditionally thermoelectric materials (such as SrTiO3 and SnSe) are
concerned, they usually have wide linear response region even under high laser power, while their
low responsivity and long response time remain a primary bottleneck for further implementation
[12,14]. Therefore, looking for high responsivity, fast response speed and stable thermoelectric
material is of great significance to next-generation PTE photodetectors.
Recent study has shown BiCuSeO crystal is an excellent thermoelectric material with a large
Seebeck coefficient of up to 349 µV/K at room temperature and a high ZT value of 0.6 at 873 K
[21,22]. Besides, as an oxide, BiCuSeO has good thermal stability in the medium temperature
range (300-900 K) [23]. BiCuSeO has been considered to construct PTE photodetectors by
using its light-induced transverse thermoelectric (LITT) effect [24–28]. However, the reported
responsivity is only around 0.012 V/W at 532 nm in BiCuSeO film with 120 nm thickness, due
to the small temperature gradient between the top and bottom surfaces of the thin film. Further
improvement of the performance of BiCuSeO photodetector is therefore urgent, especially on
how to maximize its PTE effect to improve the responsivity.
In this article, we demonstrated that slightly Co3+ doping in BiCuSeO single crystal can increase
Seebeck coefficient without inducing structure distortion, which thus largely enhances its PTE
detection performance. The characteristics of Co:BiCuSeO with several doping concentrations
(Co concentration of 1%, 2% and 4%) in PTE photodetectors have been systematically studied
in the visible-near infrared range (444-1600 nm). The 4% Co:BiCuSeO exhibits the highest
responsivity (0.48 V/W at 808 nm), as well as other outstanding performances, such as fast
response speed (195 ms), high saturation power (without saturation even up to 2 mW) and
excellent stability (more than three months). Such atomic doping strategy may promote the
development of PTE materials and devices.
2.

Experimental results and discussions

The pristine and Co:BiCuSeO (Co concentrations of 1%, 2% and 4%) single crystals were
all grown by the chemical vapor transport (CVT) method. Firstly, the powders of Bi, Bi2 O3 ,
Cu, Se, and Co were heated in a sealed vacuum quartz tube at 700°C for 7 days, and the
polycrystalline powders were synthesized by the solid-state reaction method. Secondly, the
synthesized Co:BiCuSeO polycrystalline powder and 10 mg/ml of I2 were mixed into an evacuated
quartz ampoule. Thirdly, the evacuated quartz ampoule was placed into a two-zone furnace
with a temperature distribution of 600-700°C to grow crystals. Finally, after more than 10 days,
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millimeter-sized flake BiCuSeO crystals with several Co-doped concentrations (0, 1%, 2% and
4%) were obtained, respectively, as presented in Fig. 1(a) inset. Figure 1(a) is the lattice structure
of Co:BiCuSeO single crystals and the inset is the optical micrograph of the crystals. The pristine
BiCuSeO single crystal belongs to tetragonal system with space group of P4/nmm. Due to Co
doping, Co atoms can effectively compensate the Bi-deficiency which naturally exists in pristine
BiCuSeO crystals [29]. Figure 1(b) is the XRD of as grown pristine BiCuSeO and Co:BiCuSeO
(Co concentrations of 1%, 2% and 4%) single crystals showing the [00L]-reflections, which
verifies the ab-plane being the exposed surface. It can be seen from XRD that slight Co doping
will not significantly change the crystal structure. As shown in Fig. 1(c), the absorption spectra of
these single crystals were measured with an ultraviolet-visible-near-infrared spectrophotometer
(PerkinElmer LAMBDA950). Please note that there is almost no change at the broadband
absorption spectra between the Co doping and pristine BiCuSeO, confirming that such slight
Co doping level does not introduce defect states and structure distortions. Besides, from the
absorption spectra, the optical bandgap of Co:BiCuSeO is determined to be 0.8 eV. For Seebeck
coefficient measurement, the as-grown crystals were fixed on an iron block using two pieces
of unconnected thermally conductive adhesives. A ceramic heater was placed in one of the
thermally conductive adhesives to generate a temperature gradient along the length of the sample.
Then conductive silver paste was coated both the ends of the sample as electrodes to measure the
voltage. In the experiment, the temperature variation at both ends of the sample was determined
by a Fotric 228 Thermal Imager, and the generated voltage was detected by a Keithley 2450
SourceMeter. For comparison, the results for the series of Co doping are plotted in Fig. 1(d).
Increasing the Co concertation leads to higher Seebeck coefficient since Co atoms can effectively
compensate the Bi-deficiency which naturally exists in pristine BiCuSeO crystals [29]. The 4%
Co concentration has the largest Seebeck coefficient of 962 µV/K, nearly three times larger than
332 µV/K of pristine BiCuSeO crystal, indicating a more potential PTE application.
This Co-doping engineering in BiCuSeO single crystals makes them feasible for the PTE
photodetector. Therefore, photodetectors based on Co:BiCuSeO and pristine BiCuSeO have
been fabricated on SiO2 substrate in order to investigate the effect of doping. As schematically
shown in Fig. 2(a), with patterning silver electrodes on both ends of the samples, the channel
of the photodetectors was 0.8 mm in length and 1 mm in width. During the experiment, the
laser beams were focused on the interface between the crystals and the left silver electrodes. The
SourceMeter was connected the two electrodes to measure the photovoltage signals. Figure 2(b)
shows the recorded current-voltage (I-V) curves in dark environment. The standard linear curves
within a wide bias voltage range from -10 to 10 mV, indicating a good Ohmic contact between
the crystal and the silver electrodes. The linear Ohmic contact suggests the absence of the PV
effect, because the PV effect requires a built-in electric field in the detectors. As we mentioned
in our previous study [29], one can see that the resistance of the crystal increases with doping
level and the carrier concentrations of un-doped, 1%, 2% and 4% Co:BiCuSeO are 251.1×1018 ,
134.6×1018 , 4.2×1018 and 1.1×1018 cm−3 , respectively at room temperature. Quantitatively,
the resistance of the 4% Co:BiCuSeO crystal reaches to 14.7 kΩ, while that of pristine one
is only 1.1 kΩ. Figure 2(c) compares the I-V curves of 4% Co:BiCuSeO PTE photodetector
with laser illumination (808 nm wavelength, 1 mW power) and in dark. The laser illuminates
at the interface between the electrode and the single crystal on the left (L-interface) and right
(R-interface) sides. It is important to note that the three I-V curves are parallel to each other,
indicating that the laser illumination has no effect on the resistance of the crystals. Therefore,
the PC effect of the photodetectors also can be ruled out. Compared with that in dark, the I-V
curve for L-interface (R-interface) obviously moves down (up) along y-axis, which is the typical
characteristic of the PTE effect [30]. As illustrated in Fig. 2(d), the laser irradiation at different
positions of the photodetector generates different photovoltage. The direction of the photovoltage
on the L-interface is opposite to that on the R-interface. The photovoltage reaches maximum
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Fig. 1. (a) Lattice structure of Co:BiCuSeO crystals. Inset: Optical micrograph of asgrown Co:BiCuSeO single crystals. (b) XRD of pristine and Co:BiCuSeO crystals. (c)
Absorption spectra of pristine and Co:BiCuSeO crystals. (d) Seebeck coefficient of pristine
and Co:BiCuSeO crystals.

at L-interface, decreasing to zero with the laser gradually close to the middle of the channel,
and turning to negative when moving the laser to R-interface. This phenomenon is a typical
characteristic of PTE effect which is distinct from PV or PC effect. The reason is the opposite
direction of the temperature gradient generated by the laser illumination between the L- and
R-interface Meanwhile, the temperature difference between both crystal sides is maximum (zero)
at the two interfaces (middle of the channel). It is noteworthy that 4% Co:BiCuSeO crystal shows
the best photoresponse within the four samples, which can be naturally understood as it has the
largest Seebeck coefficient therein (see Fig. 1(f)).
We further explored the photoresponse behavior of the processed photodetectors in deep
at zero source-drain bias and at room temperature. A series of laser in visible (444 and
532 nm) and near-infrared (808, 1310 and 1550 nm) spectral regions were used as the light
sources. The corresponding spot diameters on the samples were 0.17, 0.17, 0.25, 0.15 and
0.15 mm, respectively, measured by the scanning knife-edge method. Figure 3 summarizes
the photoresponse comparisons among the three Co-doping and the pristine BiCuSeO. The
time-dependent photovoltage measurements for the five wavelengths were spliced in Fig. 3(a),
with illumination power all fixed at 1 mW. Clearly, the Co-doping samples exhibit superior
photovoltage response overwhelming the pristine BiCuSeO in the whole tested wavelength
range. In these results, the photovoltage for 4% Co:BiCuSeO reaches 0.45 mV at 808 nm,
which is beyond four times higher than that of the undoped one (0.1 mV). In Fig. 3(b), all
the photodetectors showcase whole linear relationship with illumination power, which can
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of Co:BiCuSeO-Ag contact device used for PTE photodetection.
(b) Current-voltage curves of Co:BiCuSeO in dark. (c) Current-voltage curves of 4%
Co:BiCuSeO in dark (yellow line) and under 808 nm, 1 mW laser illumination at the
L-interface (red line) and R-interface (purple line). (d) Position-dependent photovoltage
response under 808 nm, 1 mW illumination with a focused light spot of 0.25 mm diameter.

deduce the high quality of the Co:BiCuSeO single crystals. One can also see that Co:BiCuSeO
has a large valid range for power response. Even when the laser power reached 2mW, the
photovoltage did not appear saturation effect. Figure 3(d) shows the photovoltage response
under the continuously wavelength-tunable illumination (from 1500 to 1600 nm) near the optical
bandgap of the BiCuSeO crystal (∼1550 nm). Although the photovoltage is slightly decreased
when the wavelength was higher than 1550 nm, there is quite small photoresponse coming from
the PC and PV effect. The photovoltage of 4% Co:BiCuSeO crystal was still as large as 0.23
mV even under 1 mW illumination of 1600 nm. Notably, Co:BiCuSeO crystals can be used for
broadband photodetection without the limitation of the optical bandgap.
To evaluate the PTE photodetector performance, we extracted the three key figures of merit
from above measurement results, i.e., photovoltage responsivity (R), noise equivalent power
(NEP), and detectivity (D∗ ). R is defined as R = V/P, where V is the photovoltage induced
by laser illumination and P is the laser power incident on the photodetectors. Figure 3(e)
depicts the relationship between the responsivity of different doped samples and the illuminating
wavelength. There are two features: (1) the wavelength-dependent responsivity trends of different
doped samples are quite similar; the responsivity of each sample is strongly dependent on the
illuminating wavelength. (2) the 4% Co:BiCuSeO has the largest responsivity among these
samples in all measured wavelengths. In what follows, we discuss the physical mechanisms
of these two features. Firstly, the responsivity of Co:BiCuSeO is strongly dependent on the
illuminating wavelength. Using 4% Co:BiCuSeO as an example, the responsivity is the maximum
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Fig. 3. (a) Wideband time-dependent photovoltage response of Co:BiCuSeO at L-interface
across visible to infrared spectral regions. (b) Power-dependence photovoltage response
of Co:BiCuSeO under 808 nm. (c) Power-dependence photovoltage response of 4%
Co:BiCuSeO under different wavelengths. (d) Photovoltage response under a tunable
wavelength region of 1500-1600 nm with fixed power of 1 mW. (e) Calculated responsivity
(R), (f) noise equivalent power (NEP), and (g) detectivity (D∗ ) at different wavelengths.

as 0.48 V/W under 808 nm laser illumination, which is larger than that under 444 nm illumination
(0.40 V/W). In the discussion of Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), we have verified that the photovoltage
observed in Co:BiCuSeO comes from the PTE effect, rather than PC or PV effects. To understand
the maximum responsivity at 808 nm illumination, we qualitatively discuss this feature through
PTE effect. Conceptually, the PTE effect consists of two processes: photo-thermal conversion and
thermo-electric conversion. For photo-thermal conversion, electrons absorb the photon energy,
and then the extra energy of electrons is transferred to phonon through electron-phonon interaction
[31]. In phenomenon, it is manifested as the increase of sample’s temperature. More specifically,
as shown in Fig. 1(c), the absorption of the same sample is strongly dependent on wavelengths
of laser. The pristine and Co-doped BiCuSeO have a maximum absorption around 880 nm
illumination. Therefore, it can be inferred that the temperature gradient generated in the same
sample at 808 nm illumination is larger than that under 444, 532, 1310 and 1550 nm illuminations.
A large temperature gradient, in turn, leads to enhanced photovoltage, as well as responsivity.
Therefore, the wavelength-dependent photovoltage response of the same doped sample mainly
comes from the difference in light absorption. Secondly, the difference in photovoltage response
among the different doped samples under the same wavelength illumination mainly comes
from the modification of the Seebeck coefficient by doping. As characterized in Fig. 1(d), 4%
Co:BiCuSeO has the largest Seebeck coefficient (962 µV/K). Resultantly, there is the largest
responsivity in 4% Co:BiCuSeO. Here, we think there is no significant difference in temperature
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gradient for different samples under the same wavelength and the same power laser illumination.
This is because the establishment of temperature gradient is closely related to light absorption
and thermal conductivity. It can be seen from Fig. 1(c) that the light absorption of the BiCuSeO
with different doping is almost the same under the same wavelength of laser illumination. The
thermal conductivity of Co:BiCuSeO is quite close to pristine one, which is attributed to thermal
conductivity of BiCuSeO mainly coming from the lattice thermal conductivity, while the electron
thermal conductivity only contributes the 10% of total thermal conductivity in BiCuSeO as
reported in [32].

Fig. 4. Rise- and fall-response times of Co:BiCuSeO illuminated at (a) 808 nm and (b) 1550
nm. (c) Comparison of rise response time between pristine BiCuSeO and 4% Co:BiCuSeO
under different wavelengths. (d) Stability of time-dependent photovoltage response of 4%
Co:BiCuSeO PTE detector after three months.

As shown in Fig. 3(e), it should be emphasized that the responsivities of all Co-doping samples
are higher than that of pristine one crossing the entire spectral region. The maximum responsivity
(0.48 V/W) in our experiment was realized by 4% Co:BiCuSeO at 808 nm. It is higher than
many typical PTE photodetectors as listed in Table 1. The second figure of merit, NEP, reflects
the minimum detectable illumination power. As previously mentioned, the dark noise of PTE
photodetector almost
√ completely comes from Johnson-Nyquist noise. Accordingly, NEP can be
defined as NEP = 4kB TRc /R [7], where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T = 300 K, Rc is the
channel resistance. The calculated NEP values in Fig. 3(f) are all below 100 nW/Hz1/2 when the
wavelength is varied from 444 to 1550 nm, in which 2% Co:BiCuSeO has√the minimum NEP of
30.7 nW/Hz1/2 at 808 nm. The third figure of merit is defined as D∗ = SA /NEP [30], where
SA is the photosensitive area. As the comparison in Fig. 3(g), the D∗ values of all the detectors
are higher than 9×105 Jones (cm Hz1/2 W−1 ), where with 2% Co:BiCuSeO PTE photodetector
having the maximum of 2.9×106 Jones at 808 nm.
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Table 1. Comparison of performance parameters with typical PTE photodetectors
Active material

Spectral range (nm)

Responsivity (V/W)

Response time (s)

Ref.

Graphene (biased;
p-n junction)

457-1550

0.5

-

[35]

Nanoporous silicon

476-514

-

5

[36]

Carbon nanotube
(suspended)

544; 685

0.3

0.017

[37]

Bi2 Se3 nanoribbon

514

2.6

0.7

[15]

SnSe film

405-1550

0.13

3

[14]

SnSe crystal

405-1550

0.07

8

[14]

SrTiO3

325-10600

1.18

1.52

[12]

Photonic crystal (Bi;
Ag; TiO2 )

450-720

0.26

3.9

[38]

MAPbI3 /reduced
graphene oxide film

980-1177

0.044

0.0147

[11]

Thorlabs S350C
power detector

190-1100; 10600

0.0013

9

-

4% Co:BiCuSeO
single crystal

444-1600

0.48

0.194

This work

Considering that the response time is a prominent factor that determines the ability of a
photodetector to track the dynamic of an optical signal, we investigated the modulation of Co
doping on the response time. The response time, which includes rise time and fall time. The
rise (fall) time is defined as the time required for the photovoltage along the rising (falling)
edge to increase (decrease) from 10% (90%) to 90% (10%) [12,33]. Figures 4(a) and 4(b)
present the temporal photovoltage response of these four photodetectors under 808 and 1550 nm
irradiation, respectively. Generally, the long response time is an intrinsic characteristic of PTE
photodetectors in which the rise response time of most PTE materials is in the order of seconds,
as exhibited in Table 1. Different from this empirical law, all the four devices have relatively short
rise and fall times in the range of 100-300 ms albeit there is a slight extension with Co doping.
The comparison of rise time between 4% Co-doping and pristine BiCuSeO under different
wavelengths is depicted in Fig. 4(c). The rise time of 4% sample is in the range of 194-292 ms
somewhat higher than 145-194 ms for the pristine one. These deviations may be attributed to the
decrease of the electrical mobility with increasing Co doping level. Quantitatively, the electrical
mobilities of un-doped, 1%, 2% and 4% Co:BiCuSeO are 230, 169, 25 and 7 cm2 /(V·s) at low
temperature, respectively [29]. Here, it is worthwhile to mention that we used the electrical
mobility measured at 10 K to discuss the response time of BiCuSeO, because electron-phonon
interaction has little effect on electrical mobility measured at 10 K [34]. The velocity change
of electrons under acceleration of laser is so quickly that phonon has no time to response. In
addition, it would be more important to note that BiCuSeO has natural advantages in terms of
stability as an excellent oxide thermoelectric material. As depicted in Fig. 4(d), the photovoltage
response after exposing the 4% device in ambient environment for three months. The response
time is still consistent with the initial response, showing an excellent photoresponse stability. As
a result, we can conclude that the 4% Co doping sample has the best overall PTE photodetection
performance overwhelming the other four samples. Therefore, we believe this work presents a
strong case for facilitating the optimization of PTE devices via atomic doping strategy.
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Conclusions

In conclusions, here, we systematically characterized the performance of photodetectors made
by Co:BiCuSeO crystals under visible and near-infrared spectra. Results substantiate that
photovoltage in these photodetectors based on BiCuSeO crystals mainly comes from PTE effect.
Co:BiCuSeO PTE photodetectors have better photoresponse performance than pristine one. The
enhanced PTE effect in Co:BiCuSeO stems from the increased Seebeck coefficient. Our work
suggests that BiCuSeO crystals may be useful in photodetection in some specific environments.
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